
Limited-time deals from Bose, Pioneer DJ, IK Multimedia, Focusrite,
Novation, UAFX, KRK, and more! Call Now: 800-996-8637

SALE: $50 OFF the Bose S1 Pro Plus!
Now $699.00 $649

Musicians love the Bose S1 Pro Plus for its room-
filling sound, convenient battery power, and built-
in wireless receiver (that you can take advantage
of by adding a Bose wireless transmitter to your
1/4" instrument and/or XLR microphone.) Order
by March 29 to save $50 on this top-selling
portable PA!

Save $50 Now »

This Weekend Only -- Up to $200 OFF
Pioneer DJ Gear!

Save $110 off the DJM-S5 mixer, $50 off the PLX-
1000 turntable, up to $30 off desktop monitor
pairs like the DM-50D, up to $200 off Pioneer
DJ's XPRS PA speakers and subwoofers, and up
to $30 off DJ headphones like the HDJ-CX. Hurry
-- our Pioneer DJ Presidents Day Sale ends
Monday, February 19!

Shop Pioneer DJ Sale »

Ends Monday! IK Multimedia TONEX +
More on SALE!

Looking for an affordable entry point into guitar
amp and FX modeling/profiling? IK Multimedia's
AmpliTube TONEX has you covered! This
weekend, grab a TONEX Pedal for $399.99
$349.99 or TONEX Capture box for $249.99
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$199.99. Plus, save $100 on IK iLoud and
Precision studio monitors. Sale ends Monday!

Shop IK Sale »

Ends Wednesday! Focusrite Scarletts +
More on SALE!

Only through Wednesday, February 21, we've
dropped prices up to $100 on Focusrite audio
interfaces! Grab a Scarlett 18i20 for $599.99
$499.99, Scarlett 18i8 for $449.99 $359.99, or
Scarlett 8i6 for just $299.99 $249.99. Plus, you'll
save $20 on the Novation FLkey 37 -- now only
$199.99 $179.99!

Shop the Sale »

Universal Audio Guitar Pedals -- Now
Up to $50 OFF!

Only through March, we've cut prices $30 to $50
on UAFX pedals! Save now on cool amp/cab-
sims like the Dream '65 and Ruby '63, add some
dimension with the Golden Reverberator or
Starlight Echo Station, squeeze your signal into
endless sustain with the 1176 and Teletronix LA-
2A pedals, and much more!

Shop UAFX Sale »

Ends March 1! SALE on KRK Studio
Monitors, Subs + More

We've dropped prices on KRK studio monitors,
studio subwoofers, and headphones. Save on
everything from studio-staple Rokit Gen 4 and V-
Series monitors, to the blinged-out limited-edition
Scott Storch Classic 8ss, to workhorse studio
subs like the KRK S10.4 for $479.00 $429.99!
Sale ends March 1!
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The Fine Print:
Everything in this email is subject to terms as may be detailed at zZounds.com or elsewhere.
We make every effort to ensure accuracy, but prices, availability, specs, etc. are always
subject to change without notice. In the event of an error, we'll do our best to remedy it.
However, we cannot always honor an incorrect price. Interim markdowns may apply.
Discounts and savings cited are versus manufacturer's suggested retail price except where
specifically indicated as reduced price.

Copyright © 2024 zZounds Music, LLC.
All Rights Reserved.
8 Thornton Rd. | Oakland, NJ 07436
service@zzounds.com

Don't want to receive these emails anymore?
Click here to Unsubscribe.

Shop KRK Sale »

Want Even More Presidents Day Deals?

Don't miss everything that's on sale at zZounds
right now. We're talking up to $150 off Warm
Audio microphones and rack gear, $100 off
Electro-Voice EVOLVE PA systems, 10% off
select Shure wireless systems, up to $120 off
Line 6 Catalyst amps, $100 off Sennheiser EW-D
wireless systems, and much more!

See Everything on Sale »

Questions? Call a gear expert now!

800-996-8637
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